
Our amazing new
electronic signs - make
sure you keep an eye
on these as you travel

to and from school.
These are our newest

form of communication
with you, our whanau

and community.

GREETINGS & THANK YOU
Here we are again, we have made it through a

second lock down and now go into alert level

restrictions onsite. It was great to see

everything and everyone kick into action as

alert levels changed with an amazing focus on

pastoral care.  Don't forget to reach out if

there is any support you require.

Thank you for your incredible support to end

term 2. The turnout at our whanau celebration

day was heartwarming to see. The feedback

that we received is being taken onboard, you

should be seeing the effects already with some

alert level adjustments being kept.

HAVE YOU SEEN?

 

Remember to continue to check these
places for updates and assistance:

https://www.weymouthprimary.school.nz
✅Skool Loop app
✅ClassDojo/Seesaw
✅Your childs teacher
✅The School Office
✅(09) 269 0588
✅office@weymouthprimary.school.nz

TERM 
UPDATE

from your WPS Board of Trustees

The WPS Whanau Hub
has now been re-

opened. The  Hub is
open 2 hours a day

from 10am - 12pm so
drop in for a cup of tea,

a chat and to have a
look at the second hand
items that are available.

WHANAU HUB



OUR SCHOOL
COMMUNITY MAARA

KAI/GARDEN
Our garden space is a huge asset to our

school and a great success. We were

recently asked to be part of a project that

wrote a set of 4 books for schools around

gardens, sustainability, trash to treasure

ideas and being kaitiaki of the environment.

If you didn't get to see them at the

celebration day last term just ask at the

office or Whaea Sarah will proudly show you.

There have been some alterations taking

place over the past few months to give our

animals more space and to give more

interactive opportunities to the students. Feel

free to drop in and have a look once alert

levels allow it.

We are exploring the idea of increasing

community involvement, so if your family

would be interested in going on a roster for

weekend animal feeding please contact the

office or Whaea Sarah.

 
The plans are in place to
create a beautiful new
entrance to our school.

Keep an eye out for your
opportunity to contribute

to the cultural aspects
included.

Hopefully before the
year is out you will see a

huge, new sunshade
sheltering our junior

courts (seen from Evans
Road). We are excited

for this area to be
complete as it will allow
us an all weather area
to learn in and enjoy.

UPCOMING


